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HENRY E. HEATIIERLY 
I. I~VTR~DWTION 
Algebraic systems composed of a set of set mappingsf : G - G on a (not 
necessarily Abelian) group (G, +), together with the operations of pointwise 
addition and composition, furnish the most fruitful examples of near-rings. 
This paper considers two of the properties that appear quite often in 
seemingly diverse examples. As motivational examples, consider the following 
types of near-rings of mappings on G: 
(1) T(G), the full set of mappings from G into G, 
(2) A(G), the affine transformations on the vector space G, 
(3) the set of continuous mappings on a topological group G, 
(4) the set of bounded and continuous mappings on a Banach Space G. 
Examples of types I and 2 and XJmc of those of types 3 and 4 exhibit the 
following properties: 
DEFINITION 1.1. A (Ieft) near-ring A: is C-Z transitive if for each 
z , ) z2 t Z(N), z1 j. 0, there c&s c E C(N) such that qc = x2 (Here 
C(N) =- {n E AT : On -:= 0) and Z(K) : {n E A’ : On -= E)). If in addition 
Z(N) . c = 0 implies c = 0, then zoe say N is fully C-Z transit&. 
Blackctt [5] showed that if G is finite-dimensional, then Z(A(G)) is the 
only proper ideal of A(G). Wolf. son [IO] determined that if G is infinite 
dimensional, then the ideals of A(G) are exactly the sets of the form 
T -+ Z(&4(G)), where T is an ideal of the ring hom(G, G). At the other 
extreme Z(T(G)) need not cvcn be a normal subgroup of T(G) if G is non- 
Abelian. The Special Boolean near-rings described by (‘lay and Lawver [7] 
are for the most part very different from the A(G), but they too have the 
property that Z(N) is a proper ideal. This motivates the second principal 
property to he investigated. 
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DEFINlTIOS I .2. <!I near-ring A7 is C-Z decomposable ;f Z(:V) is a ri,nht 
ideal. 
This paper undertakes the investigation of near-rings with these properties. 
It is shown that a C-Z transitive near-ring M having C(N) a simple near- 
ring must either be simple or be C-Z decomposable. The converse does 
not hold since for G of infinite dimension A(G) is both C-Z transitive and 
C-Z decomposable, but C(il(G)) = hom(G, G) is not simple. 
The structure of ideals and one-sided ideals of C-Z decomposable 
near-rings is considered in detail. If 1 is an ideal of a C-Z decomposable 
near-ring -V, then I = C(1) 0 Z(1) as a direct sum of right ideals and C’(1) 
is an ideal of C(,V). Similar results are obtained for one-sided ideals, C(Y)- 
submodules and C(N)-subgroups. 
The machinery developed for C-Z transitive and C-Z decomposable 
near-rings is put to use to determine the maximal and minimal ideals, socles, 
and radical of near-rings which enjoy both properties. Such near-rings are 
similar to the -4(G). This similarity leads to a representation theorem: 
If :\- is a fully C-Z transitive, C-Z decomposable near-ring and C(N) is 
a ring, then C(l\‘) is isomorphic to a dense ring of linear transformations over 
Z(S) considered as a vector space over the centralizer of C(dV) in hom(Z(N), 
Z(:V)); furthermore, N is isomorphic to a near-ring of affine transformations 
on this space, that is, to some subnear-ring of .4(Z(:V)). 
The general results obtained for C-Z transitive and C-Z decomposable 
near-rings are, of course, directly applicable to the motivational models .and 
in some incidences yield new information about them. 
All near-rings herein are left near-rings, that is with the left distributive 
postulate: a(b + c) = a6 tm ac. The terminology used is essentially that 
found in Beidleman [2]. (Also see [I]). S’g fi 1 ni cantly, Beidleman was only 
concerned with near-rings having the property OS -: 0, vvhilc this paper 
considers general near-rings. 
A right ideal is a normal subgroup I of ,2: such that (q +- i)nl - nr~z, ~1 
for each 17, , 1~~ E 9, i E I. (:V- is the additive group of the near-ring iv,) 
A right ideal need not bc an N-subgroup. A left ideal of 11: is a normal 
subgroup L of n” such that N L (7 L. (Ih-e -4 B = (ah : a E --I, b E B]). 
An ideal of S is a subset which is both a left and a right ideal; the ideals of 
a near-ring -1’ are evactly the kernels of the near-ring homomorphisms on J\~. 
Berman and Silverman [3] showed that any near-ring :V can be written 
as the sum of the two subnear-rings C(:\‘) and Z(L\~). Also if n = r {- I, 
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w-here c t C(X) and z t Z(N), then this representation is unique up to tllc 
order in which the terms appear in the sum and c n ~ on and 3 on. 
It is clear that sz == z for any .x E A’, z i Z(:V). It is also easy to see that C(:V) 
is a right ideal. As has been noted, Z(.\‘) need not even be normal in .\’ ; 
1 rowever, ;V Z(M) == .Z(:V). 
The notation and wording will hc simplified by adopting the convention 
that the symbols c, c’, or c, (for any subscript ;) al\va~-s stand for elements 
in the (‘-ring, C(l\‘), and similarly z, z’, and z, always stand for clcments in 
the Z-ring, %(1\y). Also, to a\-oid considering trivial cases the (‘-ring and 
Z-ring of the near-rings discussed will be nonzcro. 
In this section, ;I: is a C’-% transitive near-ring. 
'I'HEOREhI 3.1. c(i\‘) ‘. LS u maximal suhnenr-ring of :\-. 
PKK$ Let S he a subnear-ring of X such that C(.\T) C S. I;or s ‘: S, 
s $ c’(S), w-e have s -~ OS t c(A) and 1 rence OS E S. Rut OS t Z(X) and OS ‘m 0, 
so using (J-Z transitivity (OS) C(:V) ~~ Z(S) and hence Z(X) c S. l’hrls 
s s. 
It ~~-a~ shohvn b!; Ikrman and Silxrman [4] that this result is true for 
.\- 7’(C). Appl:Ang Theorem 3. I to A( I .) \ve have 
It is easy to see that in a general near-ring, C(I\-) need not be niasimal. 
r\;ur dots maximalit!- of C(jV) imply J\’ is C-Z transitive. For an c\;amplc 
of the latter see (‘lay [6, No. 2 1, p. 3681. 
Proof. Kute that S C(S) cz S. Then Apple- the method used in the 
proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Let R 1~ a general near-ring and B a right ideal of R. Then B C(R) C B. 
\\‘e say R is simple if its only ideals are (0) and I<. 
LEMMA 3.5. If I is an ideal of R, C(R) n I f (0), and C(R) is a simple 
nenv-ring, then C(R) C I. 
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I’mof. Xote that C(R) n I is a nonzero right ideal of C(R). fklso 
C(R) [I n C(R)] C 1 n C(R). So I n C(R) is an ideal and by simplicity of 
C(R) we have I n C(R) -- C(R), hence C(H) 2 I. 
If I, is a left ideal of R, then for .x ~~ r 1 z t I, WC have 0.v = u” EL. So if 
I, n C(R) (0), then I, tz Z(R). 
LEN\I.\ 3.6. Jf1 i, alz idenl of K and I n C(N) = (0), then I = Z(lV) 01 
I -= (0). 
Proof. From the discussion above, I E Z(,V). For each nonzcro i E 1 and 
for an\- 2 we can write ic = 2. Rut ic t I, so Z(iV) r I. 
THEOREM 3.7. If N is C-Z tvansitiue and C(,V) is simple, then either iV is 
simple or Z(Iv) is the unique proper ideal of A’. Both possibilities OCCUY. 
Proqf. Let I be an ideal of N:. By Lemma 3.6, if In C(X) = (0), then 
I -~~ ,7(.X-) or I = (0). By Lemma 3.5 and Theorem 3.3 if In C(A’) + (0), 
then I C(A’) or I = hr. But C(N) cannot be a proper left ideal in a C-Z 
transitive near-ring since Z(N) . C(S) = Z(X). 
Berman and Silverman [4] have shown that T,,(G) y= C(7’(G)) is simple 
for all G and T(G) is simple for all G of order greater than two. (As a point 
of interest, Berman and Silverman claimed T(G) simple for all G, but their 
proof invokes having at lcast three distinct elements in the group. In fact 
T(G) is not simple for G ~~ 2; in this special case, Z(T(G)) is an ideal with 
two elements.) 
For any nonzero right ideal 1) of N with D C Z(:V), WC haw Z(,\J m= 
D t C(:Y) C D. So Z(A’) contains no proper subgroups which arc right ideals 
of A-, in fact none which are C(:V)-subgroups. Thus 2(:X’) is a simple C(X)- 
module. However, every normal subgroup of Z(:V) is an ideal of Z(,V). 
In this section some technical lemmas which will br useful in the sequel 
arc’ prcscntcd. 
I,et R be a near-ring and 211 an R-nmdule such that ,1I ~~ 111, <J ;I[, , \\hcre 
i11, ilnd .?I, are slibmodulcs. 
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they commute. Thus NI,’ -+- ~/ix 112,’ - wz.$. Hut M, and M, arc C’(R)- 
subgroups, so, again commutiag clcments from distinct summands, WC have 
llllN P7l.z 111,’ -, wz,s; by uniqueness of representation, we have w,’ Z-m n~,.r 
and hence (wi I- m,)x w~is j- III.,S. The converse is immediate. 
For the remainder of this section, /i will be a C-I-ing. i.c., R C‘(R) 
(SW [3]). 
Similarly de&c S, . 
LEMMA 4.3. !f II is a submodule oj. Jf, then Dj is a submodule qf llli am1 
qf 111. 
Pro$ It is well-known from group theory that D, is a normal subgroup 
of :lZ; . Take w E !lZ, d, E D, , Y E K. Taking d2 E D, such that J, -~ (fz E D, 
me ha\-e 7~ === (m + d, T d& -.-- nw is in 1). But 7: (q ( wrl ) c/i .. &)Y ~- 
(m, + ffLJr =-- (ml -+ d,)v -.~ (m2 T &)Y ~- wzqr - qr. Note that M,F and 
(m., + d,)r arc in ,‘lZ? and VZ~Y is in AZ, because each ,lZi is an R-subgroup. 
Commuting terms from distinct summands, WC have 
v -= [(q + d,)v - n?lY] + [(m2 + d,)r2 - ?n.,Y] 
and (IH; + d,)r - my t Mi , i == I, 2. Since z’ E I), this yields (w7 - t/;)r - 
wzy E Di . Thus Di is a submodulc of ilZ, . Bv Lemma 4.2, Di is a submodule 
of 11Z. 
Note that Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 have analogs for R-subgroups. 
More can be said. 
LwnxI.4 4.4. If II is an R-subgroup of LlI, or iI12 , then D is an R-subgroup 
qf M. Jf A is an R-subgroup oJMi , then Ai is an R-subgroup of :lZj a?ld of M. 
[f X is an R-subgroup of i1Tl and Y and R-subgroup qf IL!/, , then S - 1’ is an 
R-subgroup of 11f. Furthermore, for any R-subgroup D of ,I/, we have 
D c D, + Da . 
Kotc that for any submodule D, we have I1 !G D, 8 D, . 
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A submodule is strictly maximal if it is maximal as an R-subgroup. The 
intersection ok all the strictly maximal submodules of ;lil is the radical of Ad, 
written /(Al), which is the near-ring analog of the Jacobson radical for 
modules over a ring. This radical for near-ring modules over a C-ring was 
considered in detail by J, C. Beidleman in [I] and [2]. 
If D is a strictly maximal submodule of M, then since D, c, D, is a eub- 
module we have D = D, G D, In light of Lemma 4.4 we SW that Di must 
be strictly maximal in :lZi . 
Ll3TX\ 4.5. 1f M = Mi u, m AI, and M2 is a simple submodule (thaw is, 
111, coutains HO submodules of Ill other than (0) and *lr.J, then J-11) = J(:lZl) 
OY ](Jl) = 0. Consequently, if i%T = AI, C3 ... 0 il, , where each llZi is a 
simple submodule, then J(-lf) = (0). 
Proof. For any strictly maximal submodule D of A1 ~-= AZ1 9 Mz we 
have D = AI, or D = D, @ Mz, where D, is strictly maximal in AZ, . 
Conversely, if X is a strictly maximal submodule in M, , then S @ Mz must 
be strictly maximal in ,‘M. If ill, is a simple submodulc, then /(ill) : 
111, n 111, 7: (0). Otherwise, J(-lf) =: M, n [& S, G Mz], where S, runs 
over the strictly maximal submodules of M, . Hence, in this latter case we 
have j(M) = J(i12,). 
5. C-Z DECOMPOSABLE KEAR-RINGS 
In this section, R will denote a C-Z decomposable near-ring. Then 
R =- C(R) @ Z(R) as a direct sum of right ideals and Z(R) is an ideal. The 
Special Boolean near-rings are not only C-Z indecomposable, but they have 
the C-ring as an ideal also. This does not happen in another main source of 
cxamplcs, the A( I’); in fact C(X) cannot be a left ideal in any C-Z transitive 
near-ring. 
The results of the preceding section can be immediately applied. 
THEOREM 5.1. If D is a C(R)-submodule of C(R), then D is a CI[R)- 
submodule and a right ideal of R. If S . zs a C(R)-submodule of Z(R), then S is an 
ideal of R. 
Proof. The theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, 
provided one can convert the statements about right ideals into ones about 
C(R)-submodules. This is done by the following equation, which depends 
strongly on Lemma 4.1. For any ri = ci + xiER,i=1,2,andr-c+zER 
we have 
@I + y) y2 - YlT2 z [(Cl + c) c2 - ClCPl + [@I + x)c2 - qc2]. 
481/19/4-4 
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As a consequence of this theorem and as the sum of right ideals is a right 
ideal. me have 
THEOREM 5.2. If I1 and S are C(R)-su6nzodzzles qf C(R) and Z(R), 
respectiwly, then D + S ~~~ D (3 S is M C(R)-submodule, right ideal, and 
C(R)-subgroup of R. 
1iTe next consider corresponding results for left and two-sided ideals. 
THEOREM 5.3. If D is a left ideal (ideal) of C(R), therz D 6 Z(R) is a kft 
ideal (ideal) of R. 
Proof. If D is a left ideal of C(R), th en for any d t D we have (using 
Lemma 4.1) 
(cl + z,)(d + x) ~~ c,d + (qd + x) E D @ Z(R). 
Since D 0:) Z(R) is also normal in R , it is a left ideal of R. 
From Theorem 5.1, if D is a right ideal of C(R), then I> $3 Z(R) is a right 
ideal of R. 
If R is any C-Z decomposable near-ring with identity and Z(R) has a 
proper nonzero normal subgroup L, then C(R) a left ideal of C(R), L is a left 
ideal of Z(R), but C(R) c] L cannot be a left ideal of R. (An example of such 
is A(V), where dim k’ 3, 1.) So the sum of a left ideal in C(R) and a left 
ideal of Z(R) need not be a left ideal of R. 
For any subset S of R, WC have in the notation of the previous section: 
Si mm C(S) and S, = Z(S). If S is a s&near-ring, then this coincides with 
our previous use of C(S) and Z(S). 
THEOREM 5.4. If D is a right ideal (C(R)-submodule) of R, then C(D) is 
a right ideal of C(R), Z(D) is a C(R)-submodule of Z(R), and hence each is 
a right ideal of R. 
This theorem is a consequence of Lemma 4.3 and Eq. (I). Note that 
D I C(D) ~3 Z(D). 
Theorem 5.1 and 5.2 have analogs for C(R)-subgroups. 
THEOREM 5.5. If D and S are C(R)-subgroups of C(R) and Z(R), respec- 
tiwly, then I), S, and D + S are C(R)-subgroups of R. Converseb, ;f X is 
a C(R)-subgroup of R, then C(X) and Z(X) are C(R)-subgroups and 
x c C(X) + Z(X). 
Of course D $ S is not necessarily normal in R, but it is a subgroup of R 
because D and S are from distinct summands. If D and S are normal C(R)- 
subgroups of C(R) and Z(R), respectively, then D + S = D is S is a normal 
C(R)-subgroup of R. 
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LEMMA 5.6. Jf L is a left ideal of R, then C(L) is a left ideal of C’(R), 
Z(L) is a left ideal of R, and L = C(L) 0 Z(L). 
Proof. Normality follows as in Lemma 4.3. Since R Z(L) -- Z(L), we 
have Z(L) is a left ideal of R. Take c t C(L). Then z E Z(L) such that c + z EL. 
For any cr t C(R), we have cr(c + 2) = tic + z EL, and hence crc E C(L). 
Thus C(R) C(L) C C(L) and C(L) is a left ideal of C(R). 
Since z =-= O(c -+ 2) EL, we have Z(L) CL and hence C(L) S L; so 
C(L) C Z(L) = L as a direct sum of groups. 
Note that C(L) need not be a left ideal of R; for example, consider 
hom( V, V) in A(V). 
THEOREM 5.7. If I is an ideal of R, then C(I) is an ideal of C(R), Z(I) is 
an ideal qf R, and I = C(I) G Z(I) as a sum of right ideals (C(R)-submodules) 
of R. 
Pvoof. The theorem follows from Theorem 5.2 and Lemma 5.6. 
COROLLARY 5.8. Let A,, be a non-empty set of ideals (left ideals) of R and 
let A, and A, be the set of all C(I) and Z(I), respectively, where I E A, . Let 
Ai n S, SE Ai , i = 0, 1, 2. Then d, == d, @d, . 
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 5.7, Lemma 5.6, and the 
uniqueness of the C-Z representation of elements of R. 
If fl, is a set of right ideals (or C(R)- su b modules) one cannot readily 
compare d,, and d, 0 d, . 
As a concluding remark for this section note that the natural homo- 
morphism, R -+ R/Z(R), restricted to C(R) is a bijcction; hence R/Z(h!) is 
isomorphic as a near-ring to C(R). Th’ 1s of course is not the case in the 
general near-ring setting. 
6. C-ZTRANSITIVE, C-ZDECOMPOSABLE NEAR-RINGS 
In this section, N will denote a C-Z transitive near-ring which is also C-Z 
decomposable. To avoid trivial cases, we take Z(N) + (0). 
'TIHEOREM 6. I. Jf C(N)+ is 14belian, then N- is Abelian. 
Proqf. Using only the fact that N is C-Z transitive, we obtain C(.V)+ 
Abelian implies Z(N) Abelian, since 
dl + 23, = x1 $ x2 = z(cl + c2) = Z(C2 + Cl) = x2 + xc1 = z2 + 2$ . 
Recalling that N+ = C(N)1 @ Z(N)+, commutivity for all of N-’ fOllOW:S. 
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It is easy to find examples to show that neither (1) C(X)+ is Abelian or (2) 
K is C-Z transitive, imply (3) RI is Abclian. It is an open question as to 
whcthcr (1) and (2) together imply (3). 
TIIEOKEhl 6.1. If c is r%ht distributirv in tltc near-ring C(lV), then c is 
rig11 t distributiw in IV. 
Proqf. The proof is calculational and straightforward. 
COROLLARY 6.3. lf, @themmore, <,‘(A’) is a ring, then (I\‘, +) is an Abelian 
group and the set of right distributiw elements in AT, i.e., the distributor of K, 
is C(LV). 
\Yc nest investigate the right, left and two-sided ideals of N and obtain 
sharper results than those of Section 5. 
Since i\: is C% transitive, Z(n:) cannot contain a proper nonzcro C(K)- 
submodule or C(X)-subgroup. As a consequence, the only right ideals 01 
C(S)-subgroups of 1\T which are contained in Z(S) arc (0) and Z(K). A right 
ideal or C(K)-subgroup of j\F must either be contained in C(X) or contain 
Z(lY). 
A study of the minimal right, left, and two-sided ideals and their associated 
socks (respectively, Sot,. , Sot,< , Sot) follows. 
Let 113 be a minimal right ideal of l\‘. (The following holds also for minimal 
C(.Y)-submodules.) Then either %(!IZ) =- (0) or Z(JZ) :- Z(N). Since 
111 n C(lll) is a right ideal of I\’ and is contained in M, by the minimality of fir 
\T.c 11ave :-II C(M) or C(-lI) (0). Thus th e minimal right ideals of ;\ 
at-e exactly the minimal right ideals of c’(:V) and Z(;V). (Note that a minimal 
right ideal of C(N) is a minimal right ideal of K.) 
For any minimal left ideal L we have I, ~~ C(L) <I# Z(L), where C(L) is 
a left ideal of C(lX’) and Z(L) is a left ideal of 1\-. Since I, is minimal wc have 
either I, ~~ Z(L) or Z(1)) ~~~ (0). In the former cast, 1, must be a minimal 
normal subgroup of Z(V) ; in tl te latter case, 1, = C(I,), but this y.iclds 
Z(L\7) 1, == (0), and L is a minimal left ideal of C(l\-). Conversely, if I, is 
a minimal normal subgroup of Z(l\:)~ or a minimal left ideal of C(S) such 
that Z(K) . L =m (0), then L is a minimal left idcal of A’. So 
2‘11 i= sot, 11: c (Sot, C(N)) c, A%, 
where Zn is the sum of the minimal normal subgroups of Z(K), if Z(K)-‘- 
has any such, and zero otherwise. Alore precisely, Sot, N = Liz @ Bz, 
where 2‘4 is the sum of all minimal left ideals of C(N) which annihilate Z(N) 
from the right. Since C(X) cannot be a left idcal in a C-Z transitive near-ring 
‘24 ;” C(N). 
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From the above remarks it is easy to see that the minimal ideals of 11’ arc 
exactly Z(:‘V) and all minimal ideals of C(S) which annihilate Z(X) from the 
right. 
TIIEOREAI 6.4. Sot, N = (Sot, C(S)) 0 Z(N) andsoc n- = (Z/l’) G;,, Z(S), 
where 2:2’ is the sum qf all minimal ideals of C(LV) which are also in the right 
annihilator of Z(X). Also ~24’ +L C(N), so Sot X += X. Furthermore, if A’ is 
also .ful!jl C-Z transitive, then Sot, ,V == ziz and Sot N =: Z(X). 
If F7 is taken to be a one-dimensional vector space over the field of rational 
numbers, then (letting A = A( I’)) 
(0) :: sot, A c Z(A) = sot A‘l c C(A) G Z(A) -:= SC,. -4. 
Xotc that A( [ -) cannot have a nonzcro nilpotcnt ideal. In fact if N haa the 
additional property that no left ideal of C(N) can bc contained in the right 
annihilator of Z(N) (and hence cannot be a left ideal of N) then 
I C’(1) (2 Z(N) for each nonzero ideal of i\’ and Z(l\‘) c1; so I cannot be 
nilpotent. This makes the above examples of peculiar interest and points 
out how different are the near-rings under discussion from rings, since it is 
well-known [9, p. 1431 that for a ring without nonzero nilpotent ideals, 
the left and right socle coincide. 
Even in a near-ring with a two-sided zero, ix., a C-ring, it is possible fox 
the right so& not to be an ideal. (See, e.g., [8].) 
Turning to maximal subsystems w-c see that since Z(:V) is a simple C(,77)- 
submodule of j\‘, the maximal (strictly maximal) C(l\‘)-submodulcs of n: arc 
exactly those of the form C(S) or C(il3) Cjy Z(lL7), where C(:JZ) is a maximal 
(strictly maximal) submodule of C(iLr). F rom Lemma 4.5 wc have J(.V) =m= 
J(C(n7)) if C(;V) is not a simple module, and J(N) = (0) if it is. 
Since C(X) cannot be an idcal, the maximal ideals of i\’ are exactly those 
of tile form C(Jf) 0 Z(N), where C(n/) is a maximal ideal of C(N). Thus 
ideals in -I-. Note that 
and 
If N has no nonzero ideals contained in C(N), then every nonzero left 
ideal (ideal) of J\’ is of the form C(I) c; Z(N), where C(I) is a left ideal 
(ideal) of C(N). Applied to A(V), this yields an extension of Wolfson’s 
proposition I [lo]. The left ideals and ideals of hom(V, I/) are well-known. 
It also follows that A(V) considered as a hom( V, V)-module has zero radical. 
V), where Q(X) is the intersection of all maximal 
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7. REPRESEKTATIOIX THEORY 
Let G be an Abelian group and E a subring of hom(G, G). For any e E E, 
x t G, define te, = te + ?;. Let P(E, G) ::: {e,. : e t E, s E G). Direct 
calculation yields 
LEMMA 7.1. Foor any e, , f, E r(e, G) we have 
p, kf?/ = [e xtfld, and e,f,, == [eflsr+z, . 
Consequently, one sees that r(E, G) is a subnear-ring of T(G). Also, 
e, = e -1. 8, , where 0 is the zero mapping, and Oe =~= 0, MS : Bs . For any 
Iz E E, Lemma 7.1 yields [e, + f,] . h =~~ [eh],, i [ fh],,, =: e,lz + f&z; so the 
elements of E are right distributive. Note that B,,e = 0 implies xe = 0; hence 
B,e = 0 for all 8,. implies e ~ 0. These remarks arc summarized in the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 7.2. r(E, G) is a neav-ring. Let r = r(E, G). Then C(r) B 
and Z(r) = {O,. : x t G]. E is the distributor of r and Z(r) e T=~ 8, et E, 
implies e = 0. 
If E : hom(G, G) 1v-e say r(E, G) is the full afine near-ring on G. In 
general m-e call r(E, G) an afine near-ring on G. If G is a vector space over 
a division ring n and E :: hom,(G, G), then r(E, G) = J(G). 
Using Lemma 7.1, we have 
which shows that Z(r) is a right ideal of l? (lt is easy to see 1’- is Abelian 
and hence Z(r) is normal in r+). So I’ is C-Z decomposable. 
If S is a left ideal of r and S C E, then for a given nonzcro e t S, choose 
y # ker e and note that B,,(, flue E E. But ellY E Z(r), SO ye = 0. Thus no 
nonzero left ideal of r is contained in C(r). 
THEORERI 7.3. If 11 is a simple ying, then the ideals of r(E, G) are the 
E-subgroups of Z(r). If B is an irreducible ring of endonzorphisms on G, then 
the ideals of .k(B, G) aye of the form K ($3 Z(r), where K is an ideal qf E, 
and every set of this form is an ideal of r(B, G). If E is both simple and irreducible, 
then the only proper ideal of r(B, G) is Z(I’). 
Proof. By Theorem 5.7 for any proper idcal 1 of r(E, G), I = C(1) G Z(I) 
as a direct sum of right ideals and C(I) is an ideal of C(r). If E r: C(r) is 
simple, then I is contained in Z(r). The right ideals of r in Z(Y) coincide 
with the E-submodules of Z(r). H owevcr, since E is the distributor for r 
and P is Abelian, every E-subgroup of Z(r) is an E-submodulc (and 
conversely). If E is irreducible, then ris fully transitive and I -= C(I) 0 Z(r); 
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as we have seen every set of the form K @ Z(r), where K is an ideal of C(r), 
is an ideal P. Finally, if E is both simple and irreducible, then the above 
remarks combine to yield that the only ideals of r are (0), r, and Z(r). 
The near-rings r(R, G) afford the vehicle for the main representation 
theorem. 
THEOREM 7.4. Let N be a fully C-Z transitive, C-Z decomposable near-riq 
and C(lV) be a ring. Then 
(1) C(N) is isomorphic to a subring E of hom(Z(h:)‘-, Z(fV)’ ), 
(2) Z(N) is a vector space oz’er the division ring D, the centraker of E 
in hom(Z(N) +, Z(N)+), 
(3) C(AV) is a primitive ring and E is a dense ring of linear transformations 
on the eector space Z(lV), 
(4) N is isomorphic to r(E, Z(N)). 
Proof. Consider the set E of right multiplication mappings on Z(X), 
i.e., E = (TV : tTC = tc, c E C(lV)). Clearly, E _C T(Z(N)). By Theorem 6.2, 
we hare E 2 hom(Z(A’) I~, Z(N)+-). Kext, consider the mapping (b : c - 7? . 
Since 7c $ T,, = TV,,, and 7c~11 = 7cII for each c, a E C(LV), we see that + is 
a homomorphism from the ring C(N) onto the ring E. Noting that c$ = 0 
implies tc = 0 for each t E Z(N), the fully C-Z transitive hypothesis yields 
c :_ 0 and hence $ is an isomorphism. Since N is C-Z transitive, for any 
t, , t, E Z(;V), t, f 0, we have t, = t,c -= t17, for some c E C(:V); hence 
t,E Z(AV) and B is an irreducible ring of endomorphisms of Z(Ar)+. So 
C(AV) is a primitive ring. By the Jacobson Density Theorem p. 971 Z(Ar) is 
a (right) vector space over the centralizer of E in hom(Z(N)+, Z(iV)m ) and E 
is a dense ring of linear transformations on this space. 
Finall!-, consider the extension # of q5 to all of N, i.e., for any x E N, 
M/J : T,~, where t-r+ = tx. Kate that for x = c f z, 7, = 7c + Bz . Clearly, 
$I : i\: + r(E, Z(iV)+) is an epimorphism. No nonzero element of C(Ar) can 
be in ker Q!I because ,V is fully C-Z transitive; if z E ker $, then for any 
t E Z(X), z = tz =- tT2 =-- t0 = 0. Finally, if c + u” E ker #, then 7Tc+z := 0 
or tc f z = t(c + z) = 0 for every t E Z(lV); but for t : 0, we get .z :I 0 
and as we have just seen this implies c = 0. Thus L\7 is isomorphic to 
lJE, z(L\-)‘). 
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